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**7-Day Super Special**

Worship and Music CDs and mp3s

*Savings Expire March 30, 2011*

"The song of praise, the prayer, the words spoken by Christ's representatives, are God's appointed agencies to prepare a people for the church above, for that loftier worship into which there can enter nothing that defileth."  5T 491

---

**Dilemma at the Banks of Jordan!**

* Presented by a former rock band musician

Worship, what it is or is not

* The power of music
* Music, a law unto itself?
* Music that pleases God

Album of 6 Presentations on 6 CDs - $23.95
Special $19.95 / mp3 $10.95

[Click to Learn More!]

---

**Worshiping God's Way or Your Way?**

* How particular is God?
* Follow taste or culture?
* Special counsel for all worshipers!

Album of 3 Presentations on 3 CDs - $12.95
Special $10.95 / mp3 $5.95

[Click to Learn More!]
Music and Worship at the End of Time
Presented by a former drummer...

Is Worship...
* More than rhythm, melody and harmony?
* Form, style and the drum set?
* "Watch and pray" or "dance and play"?

6 presentations on 6 audio CDs $23.95
Special $19.95 / mp3 $10.95

Click to Learn More!

Issues Dividing the Church...

Learn from this Seminar:
* Music before and after sin entered
* The devil's biggest target
* What about applause?
* What about drama and theatrics?

6 Presentations on 4 CDs - $23.95
Special $19.95 / mp3 $10.95

Click to Learn More!

Setting the Stage for Worship!
The How-To's
* By going to the "heart" of worship
* By unmasking culturally relevant worship
* By letting the Bible decide

5 presentations on 5 audio CDs $20.95
Special $16.95 / mp3 $8.95

Click to Learn More

The Dimensions of Biblical Worship!
Key issues at the end of time:
* More than worshipping on the right day
* The where and how of worship
* Finding the only "safe" worship

Album of 3 Presentations on 3 CDs - $12.95
Special 10.95 / mp3 $5.95

Click to Learn More
Confronting the Issues!

Consider the "big picture"....

* The problem and the challenge
* The biblical roots of worship
* The forms of worship
* The music of worship

Album of 7 Presentations on 7 CDs - $26.95
Special $20.95 / mp3 $10.95

Music Trends that Destroy...

* The origins of today's music
* The impact of secularism
* Media, music and culture
* The clapping and dancing

Album of 8 Presentations on 8 CDS - $30.95
Special $24.95 / mp3 $12.95

"Foolishness of Preaching?" or "Preaching of Foolishness?"

The Ultimate Choice:

* The Word, or praise dancing?
* Only the Word, or theatrics and drama?
* Nothing but the Word, or gospel puppets?

Album of 3 Presentations on 3 CDS - $12.95
Special $10.95 / mp3 $5.95
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